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EVENING CLASSES

‘AAC & GHQS NEWSLETTER
Introducing a monthly newsletter for both
‘AAC and GHQS! We are excited to keep you
up-to-date with our latest events and
updates through this new program.

New courses and evening classes available
at ‘AAC this winter semester! To better suit
your schedule, ’AAC is now offering a wide
range of evening classes! 

WINTER ENROLLMENT
2023-2024 winter semester admissions
and registrations for ‘Aisha Academy
begin this month! Keep an eye out for
additional details and instructions.
Winter semester begins in February!

"PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE IS
A DUTY OF EVERY MUSLIM

MAN AND WOMAN."

@AishaAcademyCA Admin@aishaacademy.ca

NEW COURSES
‘Aisha Academy is proud to announce
the launch of some exciting new
courses for both Lajna and Nasirat
starting February of 2024! Keep an eye
out for more announcements.

‘AAC AGE LIMIT
‘Aisha Academy has removed its age limit
for admissions. Now any Lajna member
can apply to this religious institution
provided they are fluent in English and
technologically adept.

THIS PAST MONTH...
‘AAC hired new supply teachers for a
smoother learning experience.
‘AAC has gone online! Classes are now held
on Google Meet via Google Classrooms with
all students having their own accounts.

AISHAACADEMY.CA
Aishaacademy.ca is currently under
construction. We're working hard to create a
website that will allow you to access all of
our information whenever you need it. Stay
tuned for updates!

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
‘Aisha Academy is on the hunt for
qualified members of the Jama’at to
join us and be a part of the Academy.  

-THE HOLY PROPHET (PBUH)
(SUNAN IBN MAJAH)



On November 11, Canada remembers those who fought and
died in wars and wear poppies as a symbol to commemorate
them. We will be having a moment in silence on Friday
November 10, 2023. to honour our veterans and value peace at
Girls’ Hifzul Quran School.

‘ A A C  &  G H Q S

HARMS OF HALLOWEEN

NATURE EXPLORATION
Our GHQS Students got to learn about the
Woolly Bear this past month during their
outdoor breaks! The Woolly Bear is a caterpillar
that undergoes the same lifecycle as any; Eggs
> Caterpillar > Cocoon > Moth > Eggs again!

The upcoming Parent-Teacher
meeting is scheduled for
Friday, November 17th, 2023!

@AishaAcademyCA Admin@aishaacademy.ca

ISLAMIC HERITAGE MONTH
As part of the Islamic Heritage Month, the GHQS girls had the
opportunity to visit Aiwan-e-Tahir on October 30th, 2023. The
girls enjoyed exploring the mosque's architecture, as well as
visiting the planetarium, where they learned about the Muslim
achievements in astronomy and navigation. They also
discovered how Muslims have contributed to the development
of medicine, aviation, and cameras, among other fields. One of
the highlights of the visit was an Arabic calligraphy workshop,
where the girls practiced their artistic skills and expressed their
creativity.

REMEMBRANCE DAY

PARENTS

NOVEMBER PIZZA DAYS:
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In an excerpt from a Friday Sermon
held on October 29, 2010, Hazur e
Anwar(aba) expressed his concern
about the adoption of Halloween
practices among some Ahmadis and
warned against its participation. He
explained that Halloween has pagan
origins and is rooted in concepts
associated with witches and the
supernatural, which go against
religious principles. The practice
involves children dressing up in
costumes and going door-to-door for
treats to appease spirits,
perpetuating beliefs in the
supernatural. Hazur e Anwar(aba)
emphasized the need for Ahmadis to
uphold their dignity and avoid such
practices, which he sees as harmful
and against the teachings of their
faith. He also mentioned that
Halloween rituals have negative
consequences, including the
potential for older children to engage
in frightening or disruptive behaviors.
Hazur e Anwar(aba) encouraged
Ahmadis to strengthen their
connection with God and not
succumb to Western influences that
could lead to hidden shirk
(associating partners with God). The
excerpt concluded with a prayer for
Ahmadis to uphold their faith and
meet the expectations set by the
Promised Messiah (as).

We are thrilled to announce the launch of our
new program, aimed at improving the physical
and mental health of our students. Starting this
month, we have implemented a new gym
curriculum that includes a range of exciting
activities and even more gym time than before!

BRAINY BEES PROJECT


